Addendum # 1
Issue Date: July 22, 2022
Marketing Agency of Record RFP 2022
Project Number: 2022-01-044
From: Candace Bingham
Saint Louis Zoo
1 Government Drive
St. Louis, MO 63110
cbingham@stlzoo.org
QUESTIONS | ANSWERS
1. As I look at the MBE and WBE forms as well as some of the financial questions, you are
asking for $$ amounts for the opportunity. However, in the “Proposal Package” section on
page 4 of the PDF, you ask only for billing rates for account and creative – not a total project
cost. I want to make sure we are providing everything you need, but with the detail of this
RFP at this moment being more about case studies and collaboration/process, we don’t
have a full scope of work with spelled out deliverables to understand completely what a
yearly agency fee and OOP costs would be. So I just wanted to clarify for August 8 th
submission, you are only looking for rate card of titles that would work on your business?
Yes, we are looking for the rate card as well as your best estimate knowing about how many
campaigns and the number of assets involved. We know everyone does not have all
information and that there will be fluidity once more details are shared. Overall, we are
looking for your best guess on what being our angency of record would like on an annual
basis.
2. In reading the RFP, it seems you are open to using several different agencies to assemble
the best team to get the job done. Our agency is a full service agency, but we feel our
creative development and production services would be best suited for this project. Can
you confirm that is accurate? Yes, correct we are open to using different agencies to get the
job done.
3. Will agencies in St. Louis or Missouri be given preference over others not located in the
area? The Saint Louis Zoo enjoys the support of the community through the Metropolitan
Zoological Park & Museum District. For this reason, the Zoo will factor this in its criteria in

order to return that support within the District (comprised of St. Louis and St. Louis County)
whenever possible.
4. What are the core marketing goals and associated KPIs for the next year? Given all the
teams that are a part of Marketing there are various goals but the overall goals that impact
advertising are 1. Drive attendance 2. Find stronger ways across Marketing to incorporate
our mission. We are currently in the 2023 planning process so do not have all the final
attendance and revenue number goals finalized yet.
5. The RFP outlined the type of deliverables within a typical year, in order to provide an
accurate bid, will you be sharing the quantity of assets? For example, what assets are
needed for “Summer Events” or “Educational Programs.” Here is an example of a typical
campaign to help provide a more accurate bid – (excluding internal client programs that
may be more digital/print only) Some of our bigger campaigns consist of the following:
a. 2-3 concepts in the initial planning to then version out depending on select.
b. 1 TV commercial (length varies) – In the future, want to explore more digital video.
c. 1 radio spot plus 1-2 traffic reads and 1-2 digital banners for streaming audio
d. OOH – 2-3 billboard concepts that go on 7-10 billboard placements
e. Transit – Pieces vary by buy
f. Print – 1 print concept versioned for each publication in the buy.
g. Paid social – varies by buy but usually 2-3 pieces per channel
h. Digital Display – 2-3 banner ads versioned by size.
i. Creative for any new opportunities that may come up with that campaign buy
j. Asset hand-off to internal teams to they can version for email, the website and all onground needs.
k. Overall measurement for the campaign
6. We’re familiar with the current strategy and campaign of “Animals Always”, would initial
scope aim to evolve this work or offer the opportunity to develop a fully new campaign? We
are not currently looking to change our tagline/logo from Animals Always but as far as our
image and how it shows up in paid brand campaigns, we are looking to evolve. Off the bat,
we would need to focus on 2023 campaign needs but this type of work would be in parallel
or follow.
7. Can you provide more context as to how you have arrived at your target audiences? Historic
first-party data? Formalized segmentation study? Historic first-party data
8. What is the geographic focus for the media budget? Local, Midwest, National?
International? Current state we are focused on local with an out-of-market buy in the
Midwest. In the future, we want to explore where national makes sense with some of our
broader conservation efforts.
9. What media channels have proven to be most successful for you? It depends on the
campaign and overall having a cross-channel media mix has shown us success in the past.
Want to explore defining success more going forward.
10. What is the current traditional vs. digital media mix? We skew more towards traditional
channels as far as spend right now. The mix depends also on the campaign. Some of our
internal client campaigns are digital only.

11. Do you have an existing partnership program to bolster the Zoo’s working media budget?
Can you rephrase this question and resend as we are not clear if we understand? Current
state there is no entity that supplements are media budget.
12. The RFP mentions a desire to evolve digital marketing technologies, can you help us
understand where you are today in terms of digital infrastructure, platform integration, and
capability? We are working on the plumbing of all this now. Our internal teams are really
working on how data flows/connects across our platforms, etc. Externally, we are looking to
have a more robust paid digital plan. Historically, the Zoo has used budget on high reach
vehicles like TV/Radio more. We are also looking for new ways we can connect with guests
(e.g. SMS)
13. What is the role of email within your marketing programs? Other than on the website, do
you have other programs in place to collect visitor information? Email is our biggest channel
for connecting with members. We also have quite a few guests (non-members) opted in.
We use that to communicate all the Zoo news. Outside of email and the website we collect
visitor information through our on grounds surveys and signing up for the free wifi.
14. Is the new website a relaunch/redo or a total makeover? And what vendor is the Zoo
working with? The new website is a tech and design makeover. Rodgers Townsend won that
RFP a few years ago. Due to Covid, we had paused some of the work but will launch in Q4
2022.
15. Are market research partners already in place or is there room there? What are the
parameters? We have an internal research team we call the CARE team. They do a lot of our
surveys, community studies, and first party data research, etc. There is room for more
research partners specific to Marketing/Advertising/Communication research.
16. How has the Zoo historically measured advertising? It depends on the channel but we get
back your standard channel reports. We also have dashboards that update live for our
digital campaigns.
17. Where is the Zoo looking to improve marketing moving forward? 1. Looking to expand our
digital presence in paid, 2. Evolving how our mission shows up in messaging. 3. Pushing the
institution on how and where we innovate.
18. What percentage of visitors purchase tickets online vs walkup? Overall, since we are a free
Zoo there is no ticket purchase. We are currently looking at ways to connect our channels
stronger to see how we can connect dots on what drove a person to visit. We do have exit
surveys overall and surveys after events. There are a few purchases that we can track if you
bought online or on grounds.
19. What are the Zoo’s business goals in the next 1-3 years? We have a full overall Zoo strategic
plan that has nine main pillars but some quick answers here that impact the Zoo and
Marketing are: 1. Drive attendance. 2. Grow Revenue 3. Innovate and Evolve our Special
Events. 4. Find efficiencies on where some of our publications/invitations and traditionally
printed materials live online.
20. How does the Zoo prefer to work? What does the relationship look like? We are very
collaborative. We like to look at the agency as an extention of our team. We like having
status meetings and currently connect an hour each week with our agency. We will brief
projects and look for the agency to provide variety when bringing back concepts. We help
provide assets, organize photo shoots and generally are the brand stewards.

21. Is there an annual marketing plan at the beginning of the year or are all projects individual?
We have an overview we provide at the beginning of the year. We brief each campaign then
as we go through the year. We also have internal client projects that can pop up as the year
goes on depending on business needs.
22. Will the upcoming website have new features/tools/technology that marketing will need to
tie into? We are chunking the site into three phases. The first phase is really about the form
and function of the site. Phase 2 and Phase 3 will have more opportunity to explore
innovation that could connect to Marketing. Those phases are planned for later in
2023/2024. We are also looking for the agency to partner on exploring potential
connections more.
23. How does the Zoo view visitors and their value? Is there a difference between local and out
of town (tourist) marketing? We are looking at the best ways to look at the lifetime value of
guests from an advertising perspective. We do similar advertising around new habitats or
exhibits at the Zoo to both audiences but when it comes to things like Membership or the
causal visit yes there is nuance. We put more focus currently on the local guest.
24. What are the starts/stops of lines with the creative development/internal team? How will
the selected vendor engage with internal teams? The creative team and the agency often
work in tandem with each other sharing all assets. Image campaigns are initiated by the
agency and then the internal team will help gather and/or arrange the creating of needed
assets for photography and branding. Other items such as event support may start with
internal creative developing a visual for the event id and then sharing that with the agency
to create the advertising. (The agency still comes up with the look and the feel of the
campaign based on branding guidelines.) The Zoo has a cloud-based asset system that the
winning agency will have access to. Internal creative is present at status meetings and
agency presentations. There is an open communication between them.
25. With MBE / WBE requirement, does the 30% total need to be overall contract value or can
we use that for OOPs (Object-Oriented Programming ) only? The MBE/WBE call out is a
goal not a requirement. Overall, we are asking people be as accurate as they feel they can
be with the information provided.
26. Is the incumbent agency bidding on this project as well Until formal bids are submitted we
don’t know but we assume they are bidding?
We obviously missed the pre-bid meeting and would like to know if we can still submit a
proposal even though we missed the meeting. Yes!
27. Whether it is the Sum Bid Form, Diversity Utilization Statement, Project Declaration, etc.
there is always a space for “Total Bid”. Obviously we won’t have a single rollup number, as
we are only providing rate cards – not a total estimate for Year 1 of work. Do we just put
“NA” in that space? The Zoo would like you to submit your rate card but also provide your
best guess on an estimate knowing there is fluidity as you get more details.
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